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Network World readers have complete control over what goes on, and off, their company’s expanding multisite networks. Including the applications that make them run.

They set the standards. They choose the vendors. They make the purchase recommendations. They even sign the checks.

And if a product or service doesn’t meet with their exacting criteria for function and performance, it doesn’t get bought. Period.

That’s what we call having a powerful hand.

Each day Network IS professionals grapple with issues of interoperability, client/server computing and LAN/WAN integration. Each day, they must get a handle on the latest details involving information security and strategies to ensure network success.

And each week, they turn to Network World.

How can we be so sure? Take a look at the recent results of leading industry studies. Simmons, Adams, ComNet. Just to name a few.

Each provides independent confirmation of our enviable position as the leading networking newswEEKLY. Each provides independent confirmation that week after week, Network IS professionals turn to Network World for the news and information they need to know. They have to. Their jobs depend on it.

Network World readers hold the future of their company’s networks, and your products and services, in the palm of their hands. Can you afford to be left out of the picture?

To place Network World on your media schedule, call Thomas J. Wilson at (800) 622-1108 today.
A distributed DBMS lesson
Confused about what comprises a true distributed database management system? David McGoveran outlines the 12 key capabilities a DBMS should have before it can be called a true distributed DBMS.

Taking an alternate route
If a true distributed DBMS is not your cup of tea, there are a few alternatives for providing distributed data access. Colin White identifies and explains them.

Laying the groundwork
Building a distributed DBMS is a tough task, one that requires a well-thought-out strategic plan. Richard Finkelstein examines the issues you'll face in crafting that plan.

The finishing touch
A strategic application development plan will help finish off your distributed DBMS environment. Michael Gould maps out the difficult decisions you'll need to make when putting the plan together.

Making the break
Burlington Coat Factory is reaping the benefits of unplugging a mainframe and going from a centralized database environment to a distributed one. Mike Hurwicz tells you what the company did.

D ata. It's the lifeblood of any organization.
Try conducting business without the proper data close at hand. It's next to impossible.

What's even more of a problem is managing this most valuable corporate asset, and that's the primary reason why computers and networks exist: so users can store, access and process the data needed to conduct business.

Data management is becoming increasingly difficult, especially in enterprise networks that spread data stored in many different types of computers across departments and geographical boundaries.

Data management responsibility, like data, is now being spread across organizations. Network managers and database administrators are finding it necessary to learn more about what each other does in order to tackle the tough job of putting a distributed database management system and networked applications in place.

Because the world of distributed DBMSs and networked applications is so confusing and complex, you need a place where you can learn about the various technical alternatives and get a grip on the type of issues you'll face when implementing one.

And that's just what we've done — given you a place where you can get a comprehensive look at what it takes to prepare for distributed databases and applications.

In this special Network World supplement, we've set out to give you a firm understanding of what it takes to build a true distributed DBMS. We also spell out some alternatives to a true distributed DBMS and help you identify the type of tough decisions you'll face when putting together strategic distributed DBMS implementation and application development plans.

Because seeing is believing, we'll also tell you how Burlington Coat Factory has plowed ahead into this largely uncharted field and is already reaping the benefits.

If you're on your way to DB/Expo '93 or at the show now, this supplement will help you get some of the core distributed DBMS concepts down pat so you'll be able to attend conference sessions or visit vendor booths for more information that is specific to your needs. Of course, you can use the handy DB/Expo planning guide to map out which conference sessions to attend or vendor booths to visit.

And as you'll see, four of our five authors are speaking at the show, which gives you a chance to chat directly with them if you have any questions about their articles.

We hope you find this supplement as useful and helpful as we expect you will. Let us know what you think.
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A distributed DBMS lesson

BY DAVID McGOVERAN

Outlining the key capabilities of a distributed DBMS.

A lot of buzzwords that attempt to define a distributed database management system have been flying around the DBMS industry during the last decade, leaving users confused about how to judge whether a DBMS is truly distributed.

But there are some steps users can take in navigating through the cloud of confusion. At the outset, users should strive to grasp some key distributed DBMS concepts. For instance, a distributed DBMS should have roots in relational DBMS technology because the relational database model lends itself to the fundamental principle of a distributed DBMS, enabling users to access and update data stored at multiple locations.

A distributed DBMS must also enable users to split a centralized database into many smaller databases that can be stored at multiple locations but appear as a single logical database. It should also provide tools for integrating existing databases into a single logical database.

Users can also brush up on the Twelve Objectives of Distributed Databases, which were authored by Healdsburg, Calif.-based DBMS consultant Chris Date and spell out the core capabilities a distributed DBMS should have. While many people have tried to tightly define a distributed DBMS, Date has taken the most systematic approach.

There is no mandate that distributed DBMSs meet these 12 objectives, but many vendors strive to provide the listed capabilities. When he first wrote them in the late 1980s, Date referred to the objectives as rules, a decision he now regrets because the term “rules” implies there is such a mandate.

With the exception of noting that a distributed DBMS should be able to run over a variety of networking protocols, none of the objectives suggest a particular network topology or strategy. Network managers asked to support a well-implemented distributed DBMS need only be concerned with network installation, capacity and reliability issues. The distributed DBMS will automatically optimize use of network resources.

An objective view

According to Date, the first thing a distributed DBMS should provide is local autonomy, which means each database in the network must be managed separately. For instance, a local administrator must be able to control who can access data stored at that location as well as maintain the integrity of that data.

The local administrator should also be able to temporarily cede management control of the database to a remote location. The ability to transfer control comes in handy if tasks can be managed more efficiently by someone at a remote location.

Local autonomy prohibits failure of a database at any location from knocking out the entire distributed DBMS. Likewise, it enables the local database to keep running if network links to other databases are severed.

Date’s second objective suggests a distributed DBMS should avoid dependence on any particular site. Depending too much on one location to perform critical operations goes against the concept of a distributed DBMS, which is to treat all locations as equals. Adherence to this objective makes the overall distributed DBMS less vulnerable to a single point of failure or bottlenecks.

In order to avoid reliance on a particular location, the distributed DBMS should be able to dispense such functions as data dictionary management, query processing, data concurrency control and recovery control among remote locations.

Date’s third objective calls for distributed DBMSs to continuously operate even if one or more locations have been brought down. In particular, when software or hardware at one location is being upgraded or when locations and databases are being added or removed from the network, all other locations should be able to continue operating.

Meeting this objective requires a well-thought-out network design. If network links must be brought down to add, change or remove a database at one location, the links between other locations must remain operational. Likewise, the distributed DBMS should automatically reroute traffic around the site that has been brought down.

While these initial objectives lay the groundwork for a distributed DBMS, Date’s fourth objective — location independence — starts to get to the heart of the matter. With location independence, users can move hardware, software and database resources around the network without having to rewrite applications to reflect the change. Instead, the changes are identified to the distributed DBMS by entering them in a data dictionary that all applications consult when trying to locate data.

Enabling physical elements to be moved around means users should view a distributed DBMS in logical terms. To set up this logical view, users create a set of symbolic names — known as logical constructs — for database objects and operations, as well as relationships between those objects and operations.

The key logical construct is a relational table. The implementation of this relational table is a physical construct that should be hidden from all users and appear as a set of rows and columns.

Other physical constructs include the disks used to store data, the methods used to access the data and the algorithms used to join tables stored on different nodes in the network. The relationship between physical and logical constructs is maintained by a database administrator (DBA) in a data dictionary or may be hard-coded in the distributed DBMS by the vendor.

When users want to reach database objects or perform an operation, they insert the logical construct name in the application, and the distributed DBMS automatically locates the database object and performs the operation. For example, when the logical construct name needed to create a new table is inserted into an application, the distributed DBMS automatically selects a physical storage format and location, and builds any necessary indices to optimize access to the table if it has such information.

(continued on page 55)
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A programmer should never have to refer to network resources explicitly in a distributed DBMS application just because the application requests data from a remote database. Rather, the application should simply send messages to the distributed DBMS, which knows where the data is located and how to get to it. Thus, changes to the network will not require changes to application programs, only to entries in the distributed DBMS's data dictionary.

Location independence should be applied to data manipulation, data control, definition and transaction management operations.

Distributed DBMS products may have a tough time meeting this objective because they frequently mix logical and physical constructs. For instance, most relational DBMS vendors mix references to physical resources with the data definition language component of SQL, thus permitting users to specify the physical location of a table in a "Create table" statement.

Separation of logical and physical constructs through a good data dictionary will permit a relational DBMS to support many powerful features, including transparent management of distributed data. The best way to achieve such separation is to provide a resource definition and management language to supply physical information to a distributed DBMS as well as enable it to make dynamic use of all resources based on declarative rules supplied by the DBA.

Taking the fifth

The fifth objective is fragmentation independence. To meet this objective, a distributed DBMS should be able to slice relational tables into horizontal or vertical pieces — called fragments — and not require end users or the DBA to know how the table was fragmented.

How a table is fragmented and where those fragments are located can be largely dynamic and based on access patterns. For example, an accounting database can be fragmented by region with each fragment stored in the regional office that uses it most often. However, each regional office could still access data from all of the other fragments on an ad hoc basis.

Meeting this objective also allows a distributed DBMS to automatically balance processing loads among network nodes and can significantly reduce the amount of data that must move from site to site.

Physical copies of a table or a table fragment that are stored at multiple locations and kept synchronized by a distributed DBMS are called replicates, and are created and maintained through a process called replication. Data addressed replication in his sixth objective, replication independence. There are a number of methods that a distributed DBMS can use to keep replicated data synchronized.

Theoretically, when data in one copy of a replicated database is updated, the change should immediately be propagated to all other copies. This is called synchronous update propagation.

In reality, this process can exact a toll on the network. So a variety of mechanisms have been proposed to relax this automatic update requirement. One proposal is to use snapshots of data in which the information is copied at a particular time, such as once a day, and users work with that copy. The copies are brought into synchronization with the original at specified intervals, a process known as asynchronous update propagation and one that is often more efficient in terms of network utilization.

All of these forms of replication should be transparent to users and applications. Users should also be able to create, destroy, alter and move replicated data at will.

Today's commercially available distributed database management systems do a poor job of supporting all of Chris Date's Twelve Objectives of Distributed Databases.

In fact, vendors often put a twist on Date's objectives in an attempt to provide distributed DBMS products. For instance, site autonomy, a variation of Date's local autonomy objective, is now emerging. To some extent, local autonomy is easy to achieve because it is a native feature of a nondistributed DBMS — a vendor only has to add some distributed processing capabilities.

To comply with Date's next objective, most distributed DBMS implementations, such as Cincom Systems, Inc.'s Supra Server and Inforix Software, Inc.'s Inforix/Star, have eschewed reliance on a global naming scheme that maps the logical name of a database or other resource to the actual physical name, regardless of its location.

While products such as Digital Equipment Corp.'s Rdb/VMS and Oracle Corp.'s Oracle 7 Distributed Database Extension provide good support for location independence, they offer access to multiple databases via views through the cursor instead of through a true method of linking databases.

Other than the forthcoming Oracle 7 Distributed Database Extension and Sybase, Inc. System 10 Replication Server, few products have any form of support for data fragmentation and replication. As a result, continuous operation, when fragments and replicas are created and destroyed, is not a relevant feature now.

Cincom's Supra Server, Inforix's Inforix/Star and Ingres' Ingres/Star provide distributed dictionary management and distributed query processing. But distributed views and integrity constraints are severely limited in most products.

Support for distributed transaction management also seems to be a problem. Sybase's SQL Server supports programmatic two-phase commit in which a DBMS fragment must write code to implement the details of the two-phase commit protocol into applications. However, it does not support transparent two-phase commit in which two-phase commit is handled automatically by the DBMS using functions written by the DBMS vendor.

Even when automatic two-phase commit is supported, global consistency seems to be a problem. For example, Oracle 7 supports automatic two-phase commit but does not support declarative referential integrity constraints that reference multiple sites.

In an effort to support open systems, most relational distributed DBMSs run under a variety of operating systems on a number of hardware platforms and support various networks. The main exceptions to this are proprietary relational DBMSs such as DEC's Rdb/VMS, which is expected to run under Microsoft Corp.'s Windows NT, IBM's DB2, although IBM recently announced the OS/2-based DB2/2; the Open Software Foundation, Inc.'s OSF/1; and Tandem Computer, Inc.'s NonStop SQL.

On one hand, de jure standards such as ANSI SQL and the SQL Access Group's SQL/Call Level Interface, as well as proprietary de facto standards such as Borland International, Inc.'s Integrated Database Application Program Interface, IBM's Distributed Relational Database Architecture, Microsoft's Open Database Connectivity and Oracle's glue have helped improve DBMS independence.

On the other hand, vendors still modify their products in an attempt to differentiate them from the competition. As a result, heterogeneous distributed DBMSs tend to provide less-common denominator functionality.

Besides using standard interfaces, DBMSs can be interconnected via a gateway, such as Apple Computer, Inc.'s Data Access Language, Information Builders, Inc.'s EDA/SQL, Oracle's SOL/Connect, Sybase's Open Server and OmniServer, and Technognosis, Inc.'s SequelLink. But gateways are not generally designed to support distributed transactions.

— David McGovern
location. Distributed transactions allow a transaction consisting of multiple SQL requests to be processed at multiple locations, but different requests within the same transaction can be processed at different locations. When distributed transactions include update statements, the distributed DBMS must make sure data remains consistent, so it borrows from the relational DBMS world to accomplish this task. In a relational DBMS, the requirement of database consistency implies that either all nonprocedural statements are executed in their entirety or none of them are. Likewise, all statements within a transaction must be executed successfully or none of them are. This property is called atomicity, and it must continue to be enforced in a distributed DBMS.

In a nondistributed DBMS, atomicity is typically ensured by some form of journaling, which permits the database to be restored to its original state in the event of an error. In a distributed DBMS, each site must have its own journaling mechanism if it is to be autonomous and robust. In order to maintain global database consistency, each database executes its portion of a distributed transaction in cooperation with all others. Therefore, if one fails, they must all fail.

The principal method of ensuring atomicity in a distributed DBMS is a two-phase commit protocol, which coordinates changes to multiple databases. With two-phase commit, a coordinating database ensures that every database involved in a transaction makes necessary updates or none of them do. If a problem such as a
database failure occurs during updating, the coordinator instructs each database to return to the state it was in before the attempted update (see Figure 2, page 55). While a two-phase commit protocol can detect most failures in committing distributed transactions, problems arise if the commit coordinator fails during the update procedure. So some method of coordinating recovery of all participating databases after a coordinator failure must be implemented. It is this aspect of the two-phase commit mechanism that differs most radically among commercial implementations and which greatly determines relative efficiency and ease of distributed database administration.

Another important database consistency concept is serializability. When the transactions of concurrent users are executed serially — meaning in sequential order — there is no possibility of interference between them. But the DBMS can, in effect, support only one user at a time, which slows down processing.

If the individual statements in these same transactions are allowed to interleave, but still do not interfere with each other, they are said to be serializable. This enables the DBMS to handle multiple users at once, thus speeding up processing.

There are many techniques by which a relational DBMS can guarantee that concurrent transactions are serializable; even though individual statements of the transactions are interleaved for efficiency and better concurrency.

At the least, a distributed DBMS must manage access to shared data consistently, regardless of data location. Most systems use some form of locking mechanism for concurrency control. Regardless of the mechanism used, a distributed DBMS vendor should provide users with formal proof that the mechanism used is capable of automatically and transparently enforcing serializability of transactions while permitting shared access to data.

Next on Date's list are three objectives that can be lumped together: hardware, operating system and network independence. Objectives 9, 10 and 11 are intended to ensure that the distributed DBMS hardware and software platforms can interoperate using several networking protocols.

Last is DBMS independence, which states the need for heterogeneous distributed DBMS support. This requires a common interface to each DBMS in a distributed DBMS environment. Such an interface would have to support common languages, including a data manipulation language, a data control language, a data definition language and a transaction management language, as well as common data types, error and information status codes, communications formats and protocols - or at least a means to translate between different implementations of these.

Wrap it up

In general, a distributed DBMS that supports all of these objectives will use network resources efficiently and be easy to administer. And many relational DBMS vendors have added distributed capabilities to their products. (See State of the Distributed DBMS art, page 55). Yet, Alternative Technologies' research shows that distributed DBMSs make up less than 5% of the DBMS installed base.

There are several reasons why users have not flocked to distributed DBMSs. Currently, many users require distributed processing and read-only data access, as opposed to a full-fledged distributed DBMS. Also, the cost of the processing power and network links needed to support current implementations of distributed query processing are too great for most on-line applications. The result is that applications perform remote requests and remote transactions, avoiding distributed transactions and distributed requests.

Furthermore, commercial products have provided almost no support for the design, development and maintenance of a distributed DBMS and its applications. Vendors clearly do not yet understand the issues well enough to train their customers in the use of the technology.

Most importantly, vendors have failed to recognize the importance of integrating databases into a single logical view. All is not lost, however. The functionality of commercial distributed DBMSs will improve significantly during the 1990s. Although it is tough to find a true distributed DBMS today, some of the functionality provided is impressive. For those few users who understand the limitations of today's products and currently have a need for a true distributed DBMS, current products do provide a way forward. But users should take it slow, plan well and insist on fidelity to the relational model.

McGovernan is president of Alternative Technologies, a relational DBMS consultancy in Boulder Creek, Calif., and can be reached at (408) 425-1859.

Chris Date provided valuable advice for this article.